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Sophie La Girafe Peekaboo Sophie!
Find out who's sending Sheep presents in this cute baby book with flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. This read-aloud children's
book encourages first learning by introducing little ones to colorful scenes and adorable cuddly characters. With the help of
parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the pages, lifting the flaps to play peekaboo, and guessing who's sending
the surprises. This book is the perfect gift for Valentine's day, birthdays, and other special occasions, and is certain to make
toddlers smile! Ideal for preschool play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and will keep little ones
entertained time and time again!
Peekaboo Sophie!DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley)
You're invited to Sophie's birthday party! Join Sophie and her friends Josephine, Gabin, Lazare, Margot, and Kiwi as they
celebrate with balloons, cake, party hats, presents, and more! There are also peekaboo surprises to keep your little one's
attention!
Learn your alphabet with Sophie! Teach your child all about letters through colorful and familiar objects, from apples to tigers to
zebras--with peekaboo surprises to keep your little one's attention!
A Tiny Tab Book
A Colours Story to Share with Baby
Pop-Up Peekaboo: Under the Sea
Kiss Baby's Boo-Boo
Sophie's Big Busy Play Book

Play peekaboo with your baby and hear them giggle in delight as hidden surprises are revealed! Find a shiny yellow duck under a face
cloth and a bumpy starfish under some foam until at the end of the book you will discover a squishy green frog under a sponge! The
perfect way to get your baby interested in books and to spend special time together. Enjoy hours of peekaboo playtime fun!
Go on a musical adventure with Poppy the dog and friends in Poppy and Vivaldi. Children and parents will love pressing buttons and
hearing the instruments and sounds of Vivaldi on every page! Go on a musical adventure with the adorable dog, Poppy, and learn
about Vivaldi as he listens to favorite sounds from the great composer with his friend Enzo. The two friends take an unforgettable trip
to the Carnival of Venice, where they hear the sounds of the mandolin, cello, flute, and more. From The Four Seasons to Griselda,
Poppy and Enzo explore the opera and take a ride on a gondola, listening to the sounds of Vivaldi and learning a little bit about this
great composer at the same time. With 16 buttons to push and hear, kids will love listening to the sounds of Vivaldi and the different
instruments as they follow along with the story. With colorful illustrations and a new sound to discover on each page, both kids and
parents will be entertained and engaged for hours. Poppy and Vivaldi offers an opportunity to teach kids about classical music and the
sounds of some of Vivaldi’s great works. Now that is truly unique!
Playtime with Sophie is a delightful book about best-selling teether, Sophie the Giraffe. Inside is a charming little story about playtime
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at Sophie's house, featuring Sophie and her five special friends. Sophie plays with each friend in turn, bouncing a ball, riding in a train,
sailing a boat, stacking bricks, and tapping a xylophone. Finally, Sophie blows bubbles, and everyone plays together. This DK Sophie la
Girafe book is perfect for reading to a baby or a toddler.
Poor Peppa! Mrs Duck has stolen Peppa's special golden wellies and now she can't compete in the Puddle-Jumping Competition! Can
Peppa and her friends get the golden wellies back in time? This delightful picture book is based on the Peppa Pig film, The Golden
Boots.
Sophie la girafe: Peekaboo ABC
Sophie Peekaboo! ABC
My Little Carry Book Things that Go
Sophie la girafe: Pop-up Peekaboo Happy Birthday Sophie!
Sophie la girafe Peekaboo Sophie!

Designed to accompany the popular 50-year-old toy from France, a touch-and-feel introduction to the world of Sophie the Giraffe features pastel-colored
spreads accented by bumpy, scaly, sticky and shiny textured accents.
Go on a magical journey and see how a little caterpillar changes from a tiny egg to a beautiful butterfly Watch a butterfly grow! Babies and toddlers will
love lifting the big flaps to find five peekaboo surprises pop up from the pages showing the different stages of a butterfly's life cycle- a tiny egg on a leaf, a
baby caterpillar hatching, a cosy chrysalis, the birth of a beautiful butterfly, and tiny eggs being laid all over again. Vocabulary about habitats and animal
life is gently introduced and carefully woven throughout the book, making this book a fun and easy introduction to the topic of life cycles and the different
stages of a butterfly's life. The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy and early learning, while the beautiful pop-up scenes will surprise and delight
curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy board book pages and guessing what's hiding under
each flap, before lifting the flaps to play peekaboo and find out how the butterfly has changed, Ideal for interactive preschool play, Pop-up Peekaboo!
Butterfly will appeal to both carers and children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
A Halloween pop-up book with flaps and friendly pop-up surprises to engage toddlers and help them join in the holiday fun through hands-on learning.
Little ones can help find Little Black Cat and her friends hiding under the flaps with Pop-up Peekaboo Pumpkin, a playful Halloween pop-up book that has
fun rhymes, five large flaps, and five friendly pop-up surprises that toddlers will love to discover again and again. While the flaps promote hands-on
learning, the simple rhyming text encourages little ones to use their imagination and guess which friendly Halloween character is hiding next. As they lift
the flaps to find out, they will surely be delighted and say, "Peeka... BOO!" Series Overview: With a pop-up surprise under every flap, the books in DK's
Pop-up Peekaboo series help develop memory and imagination, and encourage hands-on play. Children and parents will enjoy the rhyming text and hideand-seek surprises over and over again and meet lots of new characters along the way.
Sophie: Pop-up Peekaboo! is a fun book for little ones who love the best-selling teether, Sophie the Giraffe. Babies and toddlers will enjoy playing
peekaboo with Sophie and her friends in this DK picture book.
Sophie La Girafe and Friends
TouchThinkLearn: Colors
Sophie's Busy Day
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Pop-Up Surprise Under Every Flap!
Sophie Pop-Up Peekaboo!
This delightful book is especially designed for babies, and your baby will love sharing it with you.
Introducing TouchThinkLearn books, a format unlike any other. Combining scooped-out die-cuts with raised, shaped elements, each book is designed to
offer the youngest learners an irresistible opportunity to explore their universe in a hands-on, multisensory way. Seeing the image, tracing its shape, saying
its name: these modes of perception combine in a dynamic way to stimulate understanding of essential concepts. Experience green both in the beauty of a
raised leaf's surface as well as in the caterpillar that munches on the leaf's edge. Celebrate a moon rising into the night, while simultaneously a sun sets deep
into the mirroring page. Translating abstract thought into tangible knowledge, groundbreaking TouchThinkLearn books give early learning new dimension.
Invites readers to practice early recognition skills in an introduction to colors using a combination of pictures and simple text.
While searching for Sophie, Lazare finds many other animals hiding around the house.
Sophie's Little Library
Top 100 Baby Purees
Noisy Fire Engine Peekaboo!
Sophie La Girafe: Sophie Peekaboo Colors
Pop-up Peekaboo First Words

Young readers can lift-the-flaps to find out what colorful items are hiding behind various
objects. On board pages.
Drift off with Sophie la girafe and friends as they prepare for a good night's sleep with Baby
Touch and Feel Goodnight Sophie. Inside we follow Sophie la girafe and friends' bath and bedtime
routine, from brushing teeth to snuggling up with a bedtime story. This beautifully illustrated
Sophie la girafe baby book is ideal for anyone wanting a touch and feel book for their little
one or as a charming baby gift. With varied textures to feel from Sophie's cotton night-cap to a
soft blanket, Baby Touch and Feel Goodnight Sophie will help baby have a peaceful bedtime.
Learn all about Sophie La Girafe and her five special friends in this chunky board bookYour baby
will love meeting Sophie the Giraffe and all the characters from the Sophie baby toys range in
Sophie La Girafe and Friends.This globally best-selling rubber teether that has helped babies
(and mums) all over the world get through the terrible teething stage is now here to help babies
learn. This gentle, touch-and-feel story introduces your child to Sophie's five little friends,
Lazare the cat, Kiwi the bird, Margot the turtle, Josephine the mouse, and Gabin the bear.
Explore Sophie's house and discover all the things Sophie and her friends love to do with touchand-feel textures including foil, fabrics, and bumpy areas. Play games in the living room, cook
in the kitchen, pick fruit in the garden, and pile on the bed for storytime! Sophie La Girafe
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and Friendsis a touch and feel board book that helps encourage your child's early learning and
language. Perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and great for sensory development.
It's Sophie's bedtime. Follow Sophie and her friends as they go through their nightly routine to
get ready for bed in this touch and feel book. Six colorful spreads and interior textures
including a fleecy towel and fluffy blankets will help build early learning sensory and motor
skills. Featuring a soft, padded cover and sturdy board pages, Sophie la girafe: Good Night,
Sophie is the ideal baby bedtime story book to help get young ones into bed and asleep. With
more than fifty million sold, Sophie la girafe, the wildly popular toy from France, is a fixture
in nurseries all over the world--and now baby's favorite toy is baby's favorite story
collection. ©Sophie la girafe. Modèle déposé / Design patent
Sophie la girafe: Pop-Up Peekaboo Sophie!
With 16 musical sounds!
Sophie La Girafe: Hide and Seek
Fun Flaps, Plus Touch and Feel!
Bunny Boo Has Lost Her Teddy
With touch-and-feel elements, and easy-to-open flaps, invites readers to help Sophie the giraffe find her friends.
This essential collection of best-ever purees by British TV personality and children’s nutrition expert Annabel Karmel
features 100 quick and easy recipes that will make for a healthy and happy baby—all the recipes are suitable for babies
aged six months and above, and are so tasty you will want to eat them yourself! Babies grow more rapidly in their first
year than at any other time in their lives, so how you feed your newborn will be one of the most important decisions you
make for your new baby. Making your own baby food is not only more economical than buying commercial brands, it also
assures that your child consumes only the freshest, top-quality ingredients. British television personality and children's
nutrition expert Annabel Karmel's essential collection of best-ever purees grants new parents their wish: one hundred
quick and easy recipes that will make for a healthy and happy baby. From first tastes and weaning, right through to meals
for older babies, all the recipes are suitable for children aged six months and older. And with all these fruit and vegetable
favorites, and innovative fish, meat, and chicken purees, the dishes are so tasty you will want to eat them yourself! In
addition to easy and delicious recipes, Top 100 Baby Purees also includes information on: -Weaning your baby and
transitioning to solid foods -Food allergies -Time-saving food preparation tips -Freezing and reheating your homemade
baby food -Tricks on finding the hidden nutrition in everyday foods Featuring a preface by Dr. Michel Cohen, New York
pediatrician and author of The New Basics: A-to-Z Baby & Child Care for the Modern Parent
A pop-up surprise under every flap! Turn the pages and lift the flaps of this delightful baby book to meet Diving Dolphin,
Stripy Fish, and other exciting sea creatures waiting to pop out at you! This exciting baby book encourages first learning
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by introducing little ones to colorful underwater scenes and characters. With the help of parents or caregivers, toddlers
will have fun turning the pages and lifting the flaps to play peekaboo. Each surprise character is certain to make toddlers
smile! The text is written in simple rhymes to support children's language development. Ideal for preschool play, this
sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children. This exciting read-aloud baby book will keep little ones
entertained time and time again!
Discover what makes a boo-boo better in this charming new lift-the-flap board book from Karen Katz. In this caring board
book from Karen Katz, little ones can lift the flaps on each spread to see the best way to cure a boo-boo: with love and a
kiss from their family. Filled with easy-to-lift-flaps and sturdy pages, Kiss Baby’s Boo-Boo proves that boo-boos may hurt,
but love makes everything better.
Baby Colors!
Peekaboo Sophie!
Good Night Sophie - A Touch and Feel Book
Sophie and Friends
Sophie la Girafe: Playtime with Sophie

Toddlers and babies will giggle in delight as Sophie la girafe teaches the ABC in this fun peekaboo ebook A is for
Apple! Help your little one learn their ABC with this beautiful peekaboo ebook for babies and toddlers. Sophie la
girafe Peekaboo ABC is ideal for fans who use the Sophie toy when teething and makes a great early learning
toddler gift too! Perfect for reading aloud this peekaboo ebook early learning. Simple text fosters language,
introduces letters, and builds early reading skills. Your little one will love the bright ABC images and the animals
hiding - perfect for toddlers' early learning and development.
With touch-and-feel textures, peepholes, and flaps, this book is packed with hands-on learning. Babies and
toddlers can have hours of fun exploring Sophie's Big Busy Play Book. Inside, there are ten big bright pages,
showing familiar things little ones will love, from animals and toys to vehicles, colors, and shapes. Large patches
of touch-and-feel appear throughout, from squishy foam on a bath duck to fluffy fur on a rabbit, as well as
sparkly foil, glitter, and bumpy embossed details. In addition, there are intriguing, different-shaped holes that
peek through to the next page, and surprise flaps to lift. With so much to explore, Sophie's Big Busy Play Book
will delight and stimulate babies and toddlers. � Sophie la girafe. Mod�le d�pos� / Design patent
Getting ready for bedtime but unable to find her teddy bear, little Bunny Boo looks everywhere, finding other
stuffed friends during her search.
When an acorn hits him on the head, Chicken Licken alarms the other barnyard birds by telling them the sky is
falling.
Colors
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Sophie's Big Noisy Day Book
Sophie La Girafe
Sophie la Girafe
Goodnight, Sophie
Sophie's hoping to have a quiet day, but instead it's full of noisy surprises! This beautiful Sophie la girafe noisy board
book for babies and toddlers features a fun-to-read story, lift the flaps, and five exciting sounds -- duck, horn, train,
helicopter, and music. Based on the character from the popular teether, Sophie's Big Noisy Day Book! promotes early
learning, encourages hands-on play, and builds fine motor skills in a format ideal for parents and children to share.
Join Sophie la girafe and friends in this delightful Christmas board book that makes a wonderful gift for babies and
toddlers. Sophie loves Christmas! It's Christmas Eve and she and her friends have wrapped their presents, and decorated
their tree. Soon the little friends are hanging up their stockings, and getting ready for bed. Christmas Day is even more
exciting as Santa has left new toys to play with, Sophie is baking yummy Christmas treats, and we find out what fun
presents Sophie and her friends have given each other. What's your favourite part of Christmas? Merry Christmas Sophie!
will build your child's vocabulary as they listen to the charming, read-aloud story, meeting familiar friends along the way Gabin, Josephine, Kiwi, Lazare, and Margot. Fans of Sophie will be captivated by this new story board book, with a shiny
foil cover adding an extra-special touch of Christmas magic. This Christmas book is the perfect stocking filler for babies
and toddlers, and will make sure your little one's Christmas is full of festive fun.
Share a love of reading with your child with this fun-filled book about first words. This interactive book features bold popups that make pictures jump from the pages when the flaps are lifted. With fun surprises on every page, Pop-Up
Peekaboo: First Words enhances the reading experience and builds an early learning foundation. As young children
explore the spreads, they will learn to recognize, name, and describe the pictures they see.
Introducing a new series of eBooks for Sophie la girafe, the much-loved children's toy! Help Sophie la girafe find her
friends hiding in the pages of this all-new eBook. Gabin the Bear, Josephine the Mouse, Kiwi the Bird, and many more of
Sophie la girafe's friends are waiting to be found in Sophie la girafe: Peekaboo Sophie! Featuring simple text that
encourages parent-child interaction, Sophie la girafe: Peekaboo Sophie! is the perfect eBook to develop imagination,
thinking, and memory skills.
Pop-Up Peekaboo Pumpkin
Peppa and Her Golden Boots
Sophie La Girafe: Pop-Up Peekaboo Happy Birthday Sophie!
100 Quick and Easy Meals for a Healthy and Happy B

Toddlers and babies will giggle in delight as Sophie la girafe finds birthday surprises and her
playful friends hiding in this bright and fun ebook Join in the fun and celebrate Sophie's
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birthday with this beautiful peekaboo ebook for babies and toddlers. Sophie la girafe Pop-up
Peekaboo Happy Birthday is ideal for fans who use the Sophie toy when teething and makes a great
early learning toddler gift, especially for birthdays! Perfect for reading aloud at bedtime this
peekaboo ebook is just the right size for your toddler's little hands to hold and encourages
first words and early learning too. Surprises encourage memory skills and fine motor skills,
while the fun rhymes foster language and early reading skills. Your little one will love the
bright images, interactive elements and playful characters - perfect for toddlers' early
learning and development.
Featuring three of DK's most popular Sophie la girafe board books -- Colors, Peekaboo Sophie,
and Sophie's Busy Day, this boxed set is perfect for gift-giving or adding to your baby's first
home library. All three books feature simple text that encourages parent-child interaction and
are perfect to develop imagination, thinking, and memory skills. Packed with bright, lively
pictures and large, simple text, all the colors of the rainbow come alive in Sophie la girafe:
Colors. Peekaboo Sophie! invites children to their favorite game of peekaboo with their favorite
toy. Sophie's Busy Day is an engaging touch-and-feel introduction to the world of Sophie la
girafe.
Help Sophie find her fluffy yellow lion, red bumpy dinosaur, and more with the newest edition to
the Sophie la girafe board books. Sophie la girafe: Sophie Peekaboo Colors promotes early
learning by giving toddlers a hands on experience while learning basic colors with touch and
feel elements and lift-the-flap surprises. Featuring five bright and appealing spreads, this
peekaboo book is sure to keep toddlers entertained while learning necessary words and skills.
With more than fifty million sold, Sophie la girafe, the wildly popular toy from France, is a
fixture in nurseries all over the world--and now baby's favorite toy is baby's favorite story
collection. ©Sophie la girafe. Modèle déposé / Design patent
Learn all about Sophie La Girafe and her five special friends Your baby will love meeting Sophie
the Giraffe and all the characters from the Sophie baby toys range in Sophie La Girafe and
Friends. This globally best-selling rubber teether that has helped babies (and mums) all over
the world get through the terrible teething stage is now here to help babies learn. This lovely
story introduces your child to Sophie's five little friends, Lazare the cat, Kiwi the bird,
Margot the turtle, Josephine the mouse, and Gabin the bear. Explore Sophie's house and discover
all the things Sophie and her friends love to do. Play games in the living room, cook in the
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kitchen, pick fruit in the garden, and pile on the bed for storytime! Sophie La Girafe and
Friends encourages your child's early learning and language.
Merry Christmas Sophie
Pop-Up Peekaboo!
Chicken Licken
Pop Up Peekaboo! Butterfly
Bathtime Peekaboo!
Where did Sophie go? Help your little reader find their favorite toy in Sophie la girafe: Hide and Seek.
This chunky, beautifully illustrated board book features six easy-to-grab tabs and flaps that keep
children entertained as they play hide and seek with Sophie and her friends around her house. With
more than fifty million sold, Sophie la girafe, the wildly popular toy from France, is a fixture in
nurseries all over the world -- and now baby's favorite toy is baby's favorite story collection. Sophie la
girafe: ©Sophie la girafe. Modèle déposé / Design patent
Celebrate Sophie's birthday with her friends, and lift the flaps to reveal lots of colorful surprises.
Note: Noisy books are light activated; please make sure the lighting is sufficient for this book. Wooh!
Whoo! Here comes the fire engine. "Noisy Fire Engine Peekaboo!" is perfect for curious toddlers who
love fire trucks and emergency vehicles. Lift the flaps to get the fire trucks ready for action! Hear a
siren, fire-alarm, engine, helicopter, and more when exploring this colorful book. The Noisy Peekaboo
series encourages learning and play, as young readers lift big flaps and set off five amazing, lightactivated sounds. Lively text from farm animals and diggers to baby's day, these preschool books
cover appealing first subjects and encourage hands-on preschool play while building fine motor skills
and confident book skills. The five inviting, double-page spreads each have an intriguing flap that will
have little ones joining in, finding the peekaboo surprise, and making the funny noise. Clear
photographs, colorful artworks, and lots of friendly learning make these noisy, lift-the-flap books
great fun.
Happy Birthday Sophie! Pop-Up Peekaboo!
Baby's Very First Noisy Nursery Rhymes
Poppy and Vivaldi
Pop-Up Peekaboo! I Love You
A Touch and Feel Book
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